
“I Just Wanna Be Average” 

1. Rose refers to the “tenuous” (126) grip Mr. Montez has as a “charade” (126): 

 
The charade was over, and when it came down to it, 

I don’t think any of the kids wanted it to end this way. 

They had pushed and bullied their way into a freedom 

that both scared and embarrassed them. (126) 

Do students, even the roughest customers, want the “charade” to be maintained in the 

classroom? 

2. “Students will float to the mark you set” (Rose 126).  Is this true?  If so, what are some 

solutions to this potential problem? 

3. Rose suggests that he and his classmates were not “groomed for the classroom” (126).  

How much of high school education involves learning how to learn?  What have been 

your experiences with this? 

4. Review the descriptions and methods of Jack MacFarland.  What does this teacher do 

that is effective?  Is this applicable perhaps in all classrooms? 
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